


Phil Maguire this this

this this #1 05:14
this this #2 04:51
this this #3 02:23
this this #4 04:22
this this #5 05:14
th at ti me wh en i 05:40
th at ti me wh en ii 07:02
th at ti me wh en iii 03:40
th at ti me wh en iv 06:55
th at ti me wh en v 07:12





written and recorded by phil maguire
2015-6

this this - raspberry pi, pd
th at ti me wh en - raspberry pi, pd, mixing board





this this began as a distraction;
a bit of fun.
A simple toy made from a children’s computer, and a crude Pure 
Data patch.
It was also a simple test.
How far could I go with arguably the most basic of electronic 
music components:
sine tones
and noise?
It reflects tumult.
I am a straight, white male. I’m European. My identity should be 
simple and conventional to pin
down.
Instead, being raised in a number of towns around the UK, with 
roots in all its constituent nations,
my sense of personal identity is left confused, blurry, and deprived 
of a ‘home’.





The Japanese photographer Daido Moriyama, a hero of 
mine, describes this confusion in
his photobook Tales of Tono:
For people like me, who don’t have a ‘home town’ to 
return to, who run after their dream of
a ‘home town’, behaving like a spoiled child in spite of 
being old enough to know better, the
idea of a ‘home town’ is a swollen utopia of countless 
childhood memory fragments. It’s
something like the ‘original landscape’…a place that 
existed only in my imagination.
Daido Moriyama, Tales of Tono



Perhaps it’s self-indulgent, but these recordings partly an 
attempt at unpacking who I am;
this this, a frustrated and blundering search;
th at ti me wh en, more pensive and considered.
I often imagine different backstories for myself. What it 
would be like if I came from just one place.
Would I be happier? Would I know any more who I was?
I use old photographs in this project as a projection of 
these thoughts.
Nameless individuals and families presenting an idealised 
version of themselves. Who are they
/we
/you
/I,
really?





I think my lack of personal identity has made me more 
interested in other people. I find a quiet kind
of joy in people sharing stories of their hometowns: the 
slang, the local customs, the taste of the
air…
I could listen for hours.
this this was first performed thousands of miles from this 
cluster of post-war concrete and newbuild
brick, in São Paulo, Brazil.
Maybe that’s fitting, in a roundabout sort of way.
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